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Certain astrophysical environments such as thermonuclear outbursts on accreting neutron stars (Type-I 
X-ray bursts) are hot enough to allow for breakout from the Hot CNO hydrogen burning cycles to the 
rapid proton capture (rp) process. An important breakout reaction sequence is 15O(α,γ )19Ne(p,γ )20Na 
and the 19Ne(p,γ )20Na reaction rate is expected to be dominated by a single resonance at 457 keV 
above the proton threshold in 20Na. The resonance strength and, hence, reaction rate depends strongly 
on whether this 20Na state at an excitation energy of 2647 keV has spin and parity of 1+ or 3+. Previous 
20Mg ( Jπ = 0+) β+ decay experiments have relied almost entirely on searches for β-delayed proton 
emission from this resonance in 20Na to limit the log f t value and, hence, Jπ . However there is a 
non-negligible γ -ray branch expected that must also be limited experimentally to determine the log f t
value and constrain Jπ . We have measured the β-delayed γ decay of 20Mg to complement previous 
β-delayed proton decay work and provide the first complete limit based on all energetically allowed 
decay channels through the 2647 keV state. Our limit confirms that a 1+ assignment for this state is 
highly unlikely.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

Type I X-ray bursts can be observed in the galaxy using space-
based telescopes. The likely sites of these periodic sources are on 
the surfaces of neutron stars that accrete matter from hydrogen-
rich binary partners [1,2]. The accreted material becomes so hot 
and dense that thermonuclear runaway occurs causing the X-ray 
luminosity of the system to spike suddenly and then relax on 
timescales of seconds to minutes. In type-I X-ray bursts new chem-
ical elements are thought to be created by the rapid proton capture 
(rp) process [3], which involves a series of proton captures and β+
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decays up to A � 100 [1]. Most of the nucleosynthesis ashes fall 
back to the surface of the neutron star due to its deep gravita-
tional potential well, affecting the evolution of its crust. There is 
a significant bottleneck proceeding from the Hot CNO hydrogen 
burning cycles to the rp process, which affects energy generation 
and the observable light curve. The 15O(α,γ )19Ne(p,γ )20Na reac-
tion sequence is a proposed breakout path to the rp process [4]. 
The 19Ne(p,γ )20Na reaction (Q = 2190 keV) [5,6] is expected to be 
dominated by the only resonance in the Gamow window at 457 
keV (Ex = 2647 keV) above the proton threshold (Fig. 1) [7]. The 
matter of its spin and parity has been debated for nearly 30 years 
because these quantities are crucial to determining the resonance 
strength. The most likely values for a spin and parity assignment 
have been suggested to be 1+ or 3+ [8]. A Jπ of 1+ would result
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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Fig. 1. Relevant low-lying states in 19Ne and 20Na labeled with Jπ and energy in 
keV. Energies below the proton threshold in 20Na as well as Jπ are adopted from 
Seweryniak et al. [21] and energies above the proton threshold are from Wallace et 
al. [22].

in a significantly slower reaction rate than a 3+ assignment [7,9]
and would be more likely to cause the 19Ne ( Jπ = 1/2+) to return 
to the hot-CNO cycles rather than breaking out to higher mass nu-
clei.

Many different types of experiments have been carried out in 
the past to extract information about the 2647 keV state including 
stable beam reaction experiments, rare isotope beam experiments 
and β-decay experiments.

Early experiments focused mainly on stable beam transfer reac-
tions in order to populate the state. Kubono et al. discovered the 
∼2647 keV 20Na state via the 20Ne(3He,t)20Na [10] reaction and 
subsequently Lamm et al. remeasured the same reaction and ar-
gued for a 1+ assignment based on a DWBA analysis [11]. Smith et 
al. also measured the 20Ne(3He,t)20Na reaction and improved the 
precision of the 19Ne(p,γ )20Na resonance energies [12]. A theoret-
ical study of the mirror energy levels in 20F and 20Na by Brown et 
al. determined from the available data that a 3+ assignment of the 
2647 keV state was more likely by pairing it with the 2966 keV 
mirror state in 20F [7]. The state has also been observed via the 
20Ne(p,n)20Na reaction through which a 3+ argument was made 
based on the angular distribution of the neutrons [13]. Belarge et 
al. used a rare-isotope beam of 19Ne to measure the 19Ne(d,n)20Na 
proton transfer reaction and were able to populate the three low-
est energy resonances and observe their proton emissions to both 
the ground state and excited states [14], arguing for a Jπ of 3+
for the 2647 keV state based on the analysis of the reconstructed 
neutron angular distribution.

Rare isotope beams of 19Ne have been used to search for the 
important resonance directly at astrophysical energies but have 
only yielded upper limits on the resonance strength of 21 meV 
[15] and 15 meV [16] with 90% confidence.

The β-decay of 20Mg ( Jπ = 0+) to 20Na has been utilized be-
cause it constrains the Jπ of the 2647 keV state experimentally. 
If the Jπ of the state were 1+ then its β-decay feeding by 20Mg 
would be allowed by β-decay selection rules. However if the state 
were 3+ then the β transition would be second-forbidden and very 
weak. An early study of 20Mg β-delayed proton decay by Görres et 
al. determined an upper limit on the feeding of the 2647 keV state 
to be 2 × 10−3 under the assumption that proton emission domi-
nates over γ -ray emission [17]. Piechaczek et al. also conducted a 
20Mg β-decay study which yielded an upper limit on the β-decay 
feeding of 1 × 10−3 to the 2647 keV state in 20Na [18]. The ex-
periment by Piechaczek et al. searched for protons and also for 
selected γ -rays but did not find any evidence for the 2647 keV 
state being populated at their level of sensitivity. A recent study 
of 20Mg β-delayed proton emission by Wallace et al. yielded the 
most stringent upper limit on the partial β-decay branch to the 
2647 keV state of 2 × 10−4 leading to a partial log f t of >6.9 
[9], making a 1+ assignment unlikely under the implicit assump-
tion that the proton branching ratio is large. Recent experiments 
by Sun et al. [19] and Lund et al. [20] searched for both protons 
and γ -rays but did not have enough statistics to improve upon the 
previous constraints on Jπ .

Evidently, previous analysis of 20Mg β-decay to the 2647 keV 
state has relied heavily on the protons emitted from this state and 
has rarely addressed the γ -ray branch. In fact a complete experi-
mental upper limit on the β-decay feeding of this state has never 
been set. Either 1+ or 3+ assignments should yield a γ -decay 
branching ratio �γ /� on the order of 10% [15]. This value is based 
on theoretical estimates and could be larger. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to measure the β-delayed γ -decay branch or limit it experi-
mentally. In the present work, we describe a search for these 20Mg 
β delayed γ -rays to complement the previously measured upper 
limit [9] on the proton branch.

2. Experiment

The experiment was conducted at the National Superconduct-
ing Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) [23,24]. A 24Mg primary beam was 
accelerated using the K500 and K1200 coupled cyclotrons to 170 
MeV/u at a nominal current of 60 pnA. The primary beam im-
pinged on a 961 mg/cm2 9Be transmission target to produce a fast 
beam of the desired 20Mg ions in addition to other fragmenta-
tion products. The secondary beam was purified using the A1900 
magnetic fragment separator [25] and was delivered to the exper-
imental setup.

A 300-μm-thick Si transmission detector was placed ≈1 m up-
stream of the experimental setup. The Si detector was lowered into 
the beam-line periodically for particle identification measurements 
using the �E-TOF method. The time-of-flight was measured over 
a 25 m flight path between a scintillator at the focal plane of 
the A1900 and the Si detector. The beam was implanted into a 
26.7-mm-thick plastic scintillator optically coupled to a photomul-
tiplier tube and was used to detect β+ particles. The scintillator 
was surrounded by the Segmented Germanium Array (SeGA) in 
two rings of eight HPGe detectors each in order to detect γ -rays. 
The signals from each SeGA detector as well as the Si detector and 
plastic scintillator were processed by the NSCL digital data acqui-
sition system [26].

The beam after the A1900 was composed of 34% 20Mg (Q EC =
10.7 MeV), 24% 18Ne (Q EC = 4.4 MeV), 12% 17F (Q EC = 2.8 MeV), 
22% 16O (stable) and 8% 15N (stable) [5]. These beam composi-
tion values differ from those reported in Glassman et al. where 
a 1-D spectrum of the Si detector energy was used to determine 
the composition [23] whereas analysis of the 2D time of flight 
vs. Si energy has now enabled a more accurate determination of 
the composition. These values were only used as a qualitative di-
agnostic to help identify γ -rays which did not result from 20Mg 
β-decay.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative spectrum of 20Mg β-delayed γ -rays acquired by SeGA, in coinci-
dence with β-decay events in the plastic scintillator.

3. Analysis

In order to measure the feeding of the 2647-keV 20Na state, 
we searched for γ -ray lines in the SeGA spectra corresponding to 
all possible primary branches by applying exponentially modified 
gaussian fits of the form

f (x; N,μ,σ ,λ) = B + N
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to the spectrum and fixing the mean (μ) over a range of ener-
gies. Based on well known unbroadened β-delayed γ lines in the 
spectrum from 20Na and 20Ne [8] we parameterized the line shape 
using the width of the Gaussian (σ ) and exponential decay con-
stant (λ) as a function of energy and interpolated these values to 
each region of interest. N is defined to be the area below the curve, 
B is a linear background, and erfc is the complementary error func-
tion.

We determined the intensity of each 20Na γ -ray branch in 
20Mg β-decay, using the number of counts in the photopeak NE

at γ -ray energy E , the photopeak efficiency of SeGA at energy E , 
EE , and the number of 20Mg ions implanted into the plastic scin-
tillator, N20 Mg , as input to the following equation:

I E
βγ = NE

EE N20 Mg
(2)

A first order γ -ray energy calibration of the SeGA detectors 
was applied to the pulse height spectra in each run by perform-
ing a gain matching using strong room-background lines from 
the β-decays of 40K and 208Tl which produced γ -ray energies of 
1460.851 ± 0.006 keV [27] and 2614.511 ± 0.010 keV [28], re-
spectively. Peaks were fit using an exponentially modified gaussian 
function (Eq. (1)) added to a local background model (usually a lin-
ear function) to determine the centroids. A cumulative spectrum 
incorporating all 16 SeGA detectors was generated by applying a 
coincidence gate in the timing spectrum between SeGA and scin-
tillator events in order to select the γ -rays originating from a 
β-decay event (Fig. 2). By applying this timing gate we were able 
to compare the ratio of photopeak counts in the ungated spec-
trum to the counts in the gated spectrum. This yielded a consistent
ungated to gated ratio of 0.90(1) for 20Na and 20Ne peaks over 
a broad energy range representing the constant efficiency of the 
scintillator to detect β particles from 20Mg β-decay. Further en-
ergy calibration was applied to the cumulative spectrum [23] to 
account for second order effects, which affected the calibration by 
less than 1 keV.
Fig. 3. Measured 90% C.L. upper limits on the intensity of 20Mg β delayed γ -rays as 
a function of energy in the 2647 keV search region. The most conservative limit is 
at 2645 keV.

Fig. 4. Upper panel: Photopeak efficiency of SeGA as a function of energy. Circles 
correspond to efficiencies from the Eu calibration source. Squares correspond to ef-
ficiencies from a Geant4 simulation of the experimental setup. Fit function (3) was 
used to model the Geant4 simulation efficiency. The fit was then scaled by a con-
stant factor to line up with the source calibration efficiency (red line). Lower panel: 
The residual efficiency is the relative difference between the calibration source data 
and the scaled fit of Geant4 simulation efficiencies. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

The photopeak γ -ray detection efficiency of SeGA, up to 1596 
keV, was measured using an absolutely calibrated 154Eu source 
placed in the center of the front face of the plastic scintilla-
tor (Fig. 4). The total number of 20Mg ions implanted into the 
scintillator (N20 Mg ) was calculated indirectly using the number of 
counts in the 984 keV transition peak, the known 20Mg β-delayed 
γ -decay intensity of the 984 keV transition in 20Na of 0.697±0.012 
[18] (recently confirmed in [20]) and the efficiency at this energy, 
which was determined to be E984 = 0.0653 ± 0.0025 by interpolat-
ing the efficiency data from the calibration source.

A Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation was used to model the ex-
perimental setup and simulate an independent efficiency curve. In 
order to match our experimental conditions, monoenergetic γ -rays 
were emitted isotropically from the center of the scintillator and 
interacted with the surrounding SeGA array to produce a gamma 
ray spectrum. The photopeak efficiency was extracted from the 
generated spectrum and this procedure was repeated over a wide 
range of energies from 0 to 8 MeV for comparison with the exper-
imental data. Comparison of Geant4 simulations of γ -rays emitted 
from the center of the scintillator versus the front face of the scin-
tillator showed a negligible difference in total photopeak efficiency 
due to the ≈1 cm difference in calibration source position and 
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Fig. 5. Each panel shows a magnified region of the spectrum of 20Mg β-delayed γ -rays acquired by SeGA, in coincidence with β-decay events in the plastic scintillator (Fig. 2). 
The regions of interest are determined by the possible transition energies from the 2647-keV state in 20Na (Table 1). The blue points represent the data with statistical error 
bars and the black lines a linear fit of the background. The red dotted lines represent the background fit plus the 90% confidence upper limits for each possible transition 
energy. For each transition the fit shown corresponds to the energy within the ±6 keV search range that yielded the maximum upper limit. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
online source position, allowing us to treat our calibration source 
data without any correction for source position.

The discrete Geant4 efficiency curve was interpolated with a 
continuous function of form (Eq. (3))

ln(E) =
i=5∑
i=0

Ci(ln(E))i (3)

and compared to the calibration data (Fig. 4). The ratio of the
Geant4 simulation efficiencies to the efficiencies from calibration 
data show that we can scale the Geant4 simulation by a con-
stant normalization factor of 0.975 to fall in line with the data. 
We therefore used the scaled functional form representing the
Geant4 simulation to interpolate and extrapolate the efficiency 
continuously as a function of energy. The systematic uncertainty 
associated with extrapolating was estimated to be ≤5% for γ -ray 
energies <2.7 MeV. Statistical uncertainties associated with the 
calibration data were obtained from the exponentially modified 
gaussian fits. Systematic uncertainties associated with the source 
were calculated from uncertainties in the branching ratios and 
were determined to be ≤1%. A simulation was done in Geant4 
to account for the loss of photopeak counts due to γ –γ summing 
effects which resulted in a 2% systematic uncertainty at all ener-
gies. All uncertainties were combined in quadrature to determine 
a total efficiency uncertainty for each γ -ray line from the source.

4. Results and discussion

No significant γ -ray peaks were observed to correspond with 
the eleven possible transition energies deexciting the 2647-keV 
state of 20Na. The upper limit on Iβγ for all but three branches was 
determined by a single exponentially modified Gaussian (Eq. (1)) 
with linear background fit over a range of energies (Fig. 5). For 
two of the other three branches a Gaussian + linear function was 
used to represent the background (Fig. 6) because of a narrow 
Table 1
Upper limits on the intensities of 20Mg β-delayed γ -ray transitions through the 
2647-keV 20Na state with 90% confidence. Final energy level values were adopted 
from Seweryniak et al. [21]. The search for each γ -ray encompassed a range of ± 6 
keV.

20Na γ -ray 
Transition (keV)

Transition 
Energy (keV)

Iβγ

2647 → 0 2647 < 2.5 × 10−5

2647 → 600 2047 < 3.7 × 10−5

2647 → 799 1848 < 5.5 × 10−5

2647 → 984 1663 < 3.5 × 10−5

2647 → 1032 1615 < 1.0 × 10−4

2647 → 1349 1298 < 5.3 × 10−4

2647 → 1829 818 < 5.6 × 10−5

2647 → 1837 810 < 6.7 × 10−5

2647 → 1848 799 < 8.9 × 10−5

2647 → 1992 655 < 2.7 × 10−5

2647 → 2060 587 < 8.2 × 10−5

background peak near the search region. Searching for the peak 
at 1298 keV was complicated by the fact that it lies at nearly 
the same energy as a Doppler-broadened 19Ne peak [29]. In this 
special case a Monte Carlo method was used to fit the Doppler-
broadened 19Ne peak using known proton intensities and energies 
[18,20]. In the simulation, protons were emitted isotropically from 
the center of the plastic scintillator and the stopping power was 
determined by SRIM. The relative proton intensities and energies 
were fixed, which determined the peak shape, and the overall nor-
malization was left as a free parameter. Due to incomplete charge 
collection associated with the large peak, we couldn’t model the 
continuum with a simple linear function. Instead we connected 
two linear functions (to represent the distinct backgrounds on ei-
ther side of the peak) using a continuous step underneath the 
Doppler-broadened peak. The Doppler-broadened peak was added 
to this function and used to model the total background. A narrow 
20Na peak was searched for on top of the background (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. Each panel shows a magnified region of the spectrum of 20Mg β-delayed 
γ -rays acquired by SeGA, in coincidence with β-decay events in the plastic scin-
tillator (Fig. 2). The regions of interest are determined by the possible transition 
energies from the 2647-keV state in 20Na (Table 1). The blue points represent the 
data with statistical error bars and the black lines a linear plus Gaussian fit for the 
background. The red dotted lines represent the background fit plus the 90% confi-
dence upper limits for each possible transition energy. For each transition the fit 
shown corresponds to the energy within the ±6 keV search range that yielded the 
maximum upper limit. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. A magnified region of the spectrum of 20Mg β-delayed γ -rays acquired by 
SeGA, in coincidence with β-decay events in the plastic scintillator (Fig. 2). The blue 
points represent the data with statistical error bars. The black line represents the 
background Monte Carlo plus continuum background model described in the text. 
The red dotted line represents the background Monte Carlo fit plus the 90% confi-
dence upper limits for the 1298 keV transition energy. The fit shown corresponds 
to the energy within the ±6 keV search range that yielded the maximum upper 
limit. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Each individual transition was searched for over a ±6 keV range 
about its nominal value to cover any potential inaccuracies in the 
literature energy of the 2647-keV state. The fitting procedure out-
put the number of counts in the peak and a corresponding un-
certainty represented together by a Gaussian probability density 
function (PDF). The 90% C.L. upper limit on the number of counts 
was determined by integrating the PDF from zero to 90% of the 
integral from zero to infinity. By applying Equation (2), the most 
conservative upper limit on the intensity in the search range was 
determined for each transition (Table 1). For example, Fig. 3 shows 
the intensity upper limits in the search range for the 2647-keV 
γ -ray.

To find the total upper limit on Iβγ , the intensity for each 
transition was calculated from the central value of the number of 
counts using Equation (2). The intensities were summed and the 
uncertainties were added in quadrature to produce a Gaussian PDF 
representing Iβγ . The 90% C.L. upper limit on Iβγ was determined 
Fig. 8. Upper limits on the intensity of the 20Mg β-decay transition to the 2647 
keV state of 20Na compiled from different sources [17,18,9]. All of the upper limits 
from previous work (dashed lines) are incomplete. The upper limits in grey include 
only the proton branch to the ground state of 19Ne. The upper limit by Piechaczek 
includes the proton branch to the ground state and selected γ -ray branches. The 
present work includes proton branches to the g.s. and 1st excited state in 19Ne [9,
14] as well as all energetically possible γ branches in 20Na, making it the only 
complete limit.

Table 2
Gamow–Teller strengths B(GT) and associated log ft values calculated for 20Mg 
β-decay to 1st and 2nd excited 1+ states in 20Na using the sd shell model with 
various interactions described in the text.

Interaction B(GT) 1+
1 log ft 1+

1 B(GT) 1+
2 log ft 1+

2

USD 0.366 4.03 0.994 3.59
USDA 0.431 3.96 0.494 3.89
USDB 0.460 3.93 0.621 3.80
USDB-EDF 0.446 3.94 0.587 3.82
IMSRG 0.828 3.67 0.377 4.01

by integrating the PDF from zero to 90% of the integral from zero 
to infinity. In this procedure, a single value of the excitation energy 
of the 2647-keV state was used for all transitions. By repeating this 
procedure over the ±6 keV search range, the maximum value of 
the upper limit was found to be Iβγ < 5.7 × 10−4.

Wallace et al. determined the proton intensity from the 2647 
keV state to be Iβp < 2 × 10−4 [9]. However, this limit did not in-
clude the recently detected proton emission to the 1st excited state 
of 19Ne at 238 keV, which Belarge et al. measured to have approx-
imately the same branching ratio as emission to the ground state 
[14]. The inclusion of this new path leads to Iβp < 4 × 10−4. The 
underlying PDF representing Iβp was not documented in Wallace 
et al. so we assume that their uncertainties were also dominated 
by statistics and that they followed a procedure similar to ours. 
Adding their limit on Iβp with our limit on Iβγ in quadrature 
yields the first complete experimental limit of Iβ < 6.9 × 10−4 and 
log ft > 6.4 for the 20Mg β+ decay transition to the 2647-keV 20Na 
state (see Fig. 8).

For comparison to the experimental limit, we calculated the-
oretical values of log ft for the transition to the unbound 2nd 1+
state of interest as well as the bound 984 keV 1+ state utilizing the 
sd shell model with harmonic oscillator radial wave functions and 
a quenching of 0.6 (Table 2). In order to assess the uncertainty in 
this calculation, a variety of interactions were used including USD 
[31], USDA [32], USDB [32], USDB-EDF, and IMSRG [33–35]. The 
USDB-EDF calculation was used to assess the uncertainties asso-
ciated with the radial wave functions for the loosely-bound states 
involved and the EDF part was obtained with the Skx Skyrme func-
tional [36]. All calculated log ft values for the bound 984 keV state 
were in the range 3.67–4.03. This agrees with the measured values 
of 3.87 [30] and 3.83 ± 0.02 [18]. Similarly, the range of values 
we expect for the transition to the 2nd excited 1+ state in 20Na 
is 3.59–4.01, much lower than the measured log ft > 6.4. There-
fore, the 2647-keV state does not correspond to the 1+ state from 
the shell model. In fact, the 2647 keV state is likely not any 1+
state because configuration mixing should result in smaller log f t
values than observed even for an intruder 1+ state.
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Considering a 3+ assignment, the log ft values of second forbid-
den � J = 3 β-decay transitions in the mass region 9 < A < 27 are 
all greater than 14 [37]. Our limit of log ft > 6.4 for the transition 
from Jπ = 0+ 20Mg to the 2647 keV state is, therefore, consistent 
with a 3+ assignment; however, this does not exclude other possi-
bilities for the Jπ assignment.

The 2987 keV 20Na state is most likely the analog of the 1+ 20F 
state at 3488 keV [7,22]. log ft values of 4.08(6) and 4.07(3) were 
measured in the previous work for the feeding of this 20Na state 
[18,20], which is essentially consistent with the range 3.59–4.01 
predicted by our shell model calculations for the 2nd 1+ state.

5. Conclusion

An intense source of 20Mg and a γ -ray spectrometer with high 
resolution and efficiency were used to search for population of the 
2647 keV state in 20Na via β-decay. For the first time, all possible 
γ -ray branches from this state were limited in order to comple-
ment previous searches for the proton branch. An upper limit on 
the β delayed γ decay intensity was measured completing the 
limit on the log f t value. The combined results from the present 
20Mg(βγ ) experiment and past 20Mg(βp) [9] and 19Ne(d, n)20Na 
experiments [14] make an assignment of 1+ highly unlikely, in 
agreement with recent work.
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